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1. Cover Slide 

2. Purpose & Agenda 

3. What Is AgilityHealth® Platform 

Read through the AgilityHealth® Statement: “AgilityHealth® is the world’s leading 
measurement and continuous improvement platform for organizations who want to accelerate 
their enterprise business agility journey and achieve business outcomes.”  Speak to Measure, 
Grow and Accelerate 

 
4. Why AgilityHealth® 

Read through the 3 bullets describing the WHY 

5. Tactical Vs Strategic Retros: 

Inspecting & Adapting Leads to Growth 
● This high-level process flow- shows how AgilityHealth® Supports continuous growth 

and maturity over time. 
 
It is important to understand how this retrospective relates to the team’s cadence and current 
retrospective process 

● Scrum teams do a retrospective at the end of each sprint.  
○ The Sprint retrospective is tactical, where you are looking at what’s the next step 

the team needs to meet your immediate goals 
● This strategic retro is in addition and happens at the end of every quarter/release/PI 

(Innovation and Planning sprint) 
○ More strategic in nature 
○ Facilitated by a neutral 3rd party (certified AHF) 
○ Looking deeper, more holistically, over a longer time period 
○ Where the team can take time to think about the root cause and how to impact 

change as a team and where you want to focus on where you as a team want to 
focus on to grow as a team 
 

6. TeamHealth® Strategic Retrospective 

The retrospective is made up of three parts and will take about 2.5 hours for each team, every 
quarter.  
 
Please note: These retrospectives can be in-person or virtual, however, it is still very important 
for the entire team to participate. 
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7. ScrumMaster Responsibilities 

As a ScrumMaster, you will be the first person that team members go to if they have questions 
regarding a team-based assessment and retrospective session. 
Goals as a ScrumMaster are to: 
 

1. Learn about the AgilityHealth® Retrospective and assist the AHF by discussing the 
team and stakeholders 

2. Prepare to answer ScrumMaster specific quantitative questions in assessment - bring 
the answers with you when taking the assessment 

3. Confirm Team set up is entered correctly in AgilityHealth®. Collaborate with the AHF on 
the support of the AH retro 

4. Help capture/refine Growth items during the Retro session 
5. Review, prioritize and manage the growth plan backlog each iteration with the team 

 

8. Moving Towards a Growth Mindset 

An underlying principle behind our strategic retrospective approach is to enable a growth 
mindset within the organization and encourage everyone to be open-minded through this 
process. 
  
 Fixed Mindset 

● We are who we are 
●  We can only do more of what we know 
● “Work harder” 

  
Growth Mindset 

● Every situation is an opportunity to learn 
● Growth, change, and learning are possible and important to us 
● “learn and adapt” 

 
9. TeamHealth® Demo 

Open a tab in your browser for: 
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/surveys/192/preview?role=Stakeholder 
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/teams/7624/assessments  
and log in to Company for Learning - Training / KTLO Assessments: If demoing TeamHealth 
2.5 radar use - Q4 2019 TeamHealth 2.5 Assessment. 
 
Note: Your view will be dependent on your role in AgilityHealth® and the teams that you are 
supporting. 

 
 

https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/surveys/192/preview?role=Stakeholder
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/teams/7624/assessments
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TeamHealth® Radar represents all dimensions of team health and performance that are 
important to ensure your organization has clarity and alignment on what healthy means and 
can work collectively toward higher maturity over time.  
 
The path for teams and organizations to move toward higher maturity is fairly straightforward:  

1) Team members and stakeholders complete the TeamHealth assessment 
2) Team members, with the help of the AgilityHealth Facilitator, analyze the assessment 

results by reviewing the AH radar 
3) Based on the radar results, the team identifies growth opportunities and builds growth 

items 
4) Teams and leaders take action on growth items 
5) Repeat on a regular cadence, and you can see the growth of the team’s maturity over 

time 
 

Demo: The assessment questions and then an example radar. 
 
Demo The Assessment Questions: “Let’s first go to the survey preview to see how it works” 
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/surveys/192/preview?role=Stakeholder 

● Switch to team member view and quickly show that team members answer for each of 
the dimensions on the left 

● Crawl/walk/run/fly scale 
○ Pre-Crawl - Quantitative questions only 
○ Crawl - <25% 

■ Beginning of the journey, standing up teams, just starting to understand 
the basics  

○ Walk - 30-50% 
■ Growing leadership roles, improving planning, stabilizing practices 

○ Run - 60-80% 
■ Teams are becoming self-organizing, applying discovery and talking 

about business value, managing dependencies, healthy leadership 
○ Fly - 90%+ 

 
Demo the radar: What you see here is an example of radar results with responses from an 
assessment a team has taken to determine their current health and level of maturity.  

● 5 Dimensions: Performance, Leadership, Culture, Foundation, and Clarity 
● Sub-dimensions > Competencies > Questions 
● Explain the dots = anonymous responses 
● Red Dots/Line = average 
● Shading = variance 
● Note that the retrospective includes feedback on leadership roles 

“Feedback is a gift” and is an opportunity for the team to reflect on how to learn and 
grow in these areas 

 
 

https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/assessment/15865/preview
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/teams/7624/assessments/15865/radar
https://app.agilityhealthradar.com/surveys/192/preview?role=Stakeholder
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● Manager = your individual manager, may not be the same for everyone on the team but 
provides a picture of how “management” in general is supporting the team 

● Get feedback from stakeholders (confidence, net promoter score) 
○ Stakeholders answer questions for this one competency only.  There are 2 

questions:  
■ What is your confidence in the team and  
■ How likely are you to recommend the team 
■ They also have the ability to provide comments on strengths, 

opportunities, and impediments but do not answer the other questions 
● Will be looking for trends to understand how factors impact each other; for example, 

you can think of foundation, culture, and leadership as inputs into the outcomes of 
clarity and performance 

Demo Sample Multi-Team Rollup Radar  
● This represents a roll-up view of multiple teams that are part of one program, ART, line 

of business, portfolio, etc.  If you are an RTE or Program lead you will likely have 
access to this view. 

● The intent of this view is not to compare teams but to understand trends across teams 
and identify areas where the teams need the most support 

● The data can be filtered to analyze and identify trends by role and participant group 
(FTE vs. contractor, collocated vs. distributed, business vs. technical, etc.) 

 
10. TeamHealth®: Performance Dimension: The TeamHealth® Radar has both qualitative 
and quantitative questions included. The quantitative questions are in the Performance 
dimension and only apply to Software Delivery and Service and Support Teams. These 
questions are included to help remove subjectivity in the Performance dimension and to allow 
for specific, measurable performance indicators to be included to help measure the team’s 
performance. 

 
● Quantitative ?’s 

There are 4 parts to the Performance Dimension and is made up of both qualitative and 
quantitative questions. There are 16 quantitative questions in the Performance section 
and Role-based questions in the Confidence Section 
 

● TeamHealth®: Performance Dimension: Which Roles ?’s 
Briefly touch on these if you haven’t done so as part of the demo. 
 

11. Which Roles Receives Which Performance Questions 
There are certain roles that will receive more questions in the TeamHealth assessment than 
other roles. All Team members will have a confidence question but the respondents flagged 
with the role Product Owner will receive the same question, but it will be visible separately in 
the results.  Stakeholders have a different confidence question and an NPS Question.  
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 Questions Specifically for ScrumMasters and/or Product Owners 
The TeamHealth® Radar includes Quantitative questions specifically for ScrumMasters to 
answer. 

● The quantitative questions in the Performance section mentioned previously will only be 
answered by individuals flagged as ScrumMaster and/or Product Owner in the Edit 
Team Member screen, depending on your company’s wishes. 

● If you are taking the assessment in advance of the retrospective session, gather the 
data before you begin the assessment and bring it with you.  Determine if the 
ScrumMaster or the Product Owner will answer. 

○ To view the quantitative questions please visit the Support Center (click links) 
 
12. AgilityHealth® Growth Model 
This model illustrates how AgilityHealth® works at every level of the organization, starting from 
the middle and working outward. 
 
Read through Sally’s quote “if you want teams to alignment and achieve outcomes; you will 
need to hear the voice of the teams and remove the obstacles that are getting in their way” 
 

● Teams create their own growth plan for items that they can resolve as a team 
● Impediments and organizational issues outside of the team’s control are escalated as 

organizational growth items 
● Leaders that support multiple teams work together to develop a backlog from these 

issues that come from the teams and resolve the highest priority issues each quarter 
● Issues that are beyond the program, ART, or portfolio level are escalated as enterprise 

issues to be addressed by the top level of leadership 
 
 13. Roles & Jobs to Be Done 
We’ve already covered your role as a ScrumMaster in detail earlier, but It’s important that you 
understand each of the various roles that support the continuous growth program with 
AgilityHealth® understand what is expected of them and work together to maximize the value 
they can get out of AgilityHealth®. Highlight key bullets under each role. 
 
14. How to Capture Growth Items 

● Ensure competency targets are tied to each growth item. 
  
15. Good Growth Items are Like Good Stories 
Growth Items need to be well defined with acceptance criteria. Growth Items also need to be 
SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound. These are directly tied 
to Competencies to highlight where the team needs the most growth. 
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16. What makes a Good Growth Item? 
A good growth item is written like a story with acceptance criteria included, and as previously 
mentioned, are SMART. Growth items that are vague, without acceptance criteria or anything 
measurable included are not complete growth items. 
  
17. Growth Plan 
Building a quality Growth Plan during the retrospective is a great start, but the real work 
comes as the team takes action to improve in the areas they have identified as the highest 
priority Team Growth Items. Your role as ScrumMaster is to keep the plan visible and help 
the team to break the Growth Items down into smaller stories and tasks that can be 
completed within an iteration. 
 
18. Growth Plan - Kanban View 

● Demonstrate how to toggle to the Kanban view for managing the flow of work. 
● Assuming you covered this during the demo; recommend you hide this slide. 

 
19. Growth Portal  
The Growth Portal is a valuable resource for teams to apply toward learning and growing, as 
you come up with your action plans each quarter and work on them throughout. 
 
Assuming you covered this during the demo; recommend you hide this slide. 
 
20. Insights Dashboard 
The Insights Dashboard provides a view of where the Team is trending against the overall 
organization 

● Agility Index: Is the average of Team Agility and Team Performance 
● Maturity Index: Is the Teams’ last TeamHealth® retrospective and is the average of all 

Dimensions minus the quantitative questions in the Performance Dimension 
● Performance Index: Is the average of the Teams’ last TeamHealth® retrospective of the 

Performance Dimension 
Assuming you covered this during the demo; recommend you hide this slide. 
 
21. Questions - Support Center 
Our Online Support center to help you utilize AgilityHealth®. There are FAQs, videos and 
downloads available, as well as guides for different user roles and articles about our 
dashboards, radars, and much more. 
 
22. Closing – Thank you! 
 
Thanks for your time today and we hope this overview helps you and your teams’ to get started 
on your growth journey.  Any questions? 

 
 


